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Chapter 1 : Jill St. John (Author of Jill St. John Cookbook)
Jill St. John's cookbook is a beautifully photographed book with excellent recipes, you will be surprised that this actress
is really quite a good cook. She has great recipes for chicken, cornish hens, meats and lesser dishes that are easy to
prepare and elegant in the spice combinations, great to make for company when you want that special dish.

In she said her goal "was to be at a point where I have so proved myself as an actress that I can be more
discriminating in the roles I choose. I want to be able to choose the parts I know I can do next. She was the
first American to play a Bond girl. She had a small role in The Act In they started appearing together on stage
in Love Letters. The film marked her first acting role after a twelve-year absence from the screen. Other
activities[ edit ] In , St. John largely left Hollywood behind and moved to Aspen , Colorado , where she
focused on personal interests and cooking. This culminated in authoring The Jill St. John Cookbook , a
healthy, but not health food, collection of recipes and some anecdotes. John also developed a handmade
Angora sweater business, and became interested in orchid growing, skiing, hiking, river rafting, camping, and
gardening. I love the outdoors and I love harvesting and using fresh vegetables and herbs. John has been
married four times: Neil Dubin May 12, â€” July 3, divorced St. John was 16 years old when they eloped in
Yuma, Arizona. Dubin was heir to a linen fortune. John complained that he harassed and ridiculed her. John
refers to Reventlow as "my late husband" in interviews. Jack Jones October 14, â€” March 1, divorced Jones
said demands on his singing career and the traveling involved contributed to the breakup. John briefly dated
Henry Kissinger and George Lazenby. She has an IQ of
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Chapter 2 : The Jill St. John cookbook | Open Library
The Jill St. John Cookbook We have been in full television mode at Cookbook Of The Day, so we felt a television
themed Famous Food Friday was in order. One just never knows who is out there getting a cookbook published but it
seems if you are a bona fide television personality it is easier.

John Spring 55 wins her diploma from Hollywood Professional School? She chooses dramatic art as her
major, psychology as her minor. Pennypacker End June 58 Carroll writes: Pennypacker, year-old Jill St. Not a
diamond to wear on the engagement finger, however. Lance flew Jill to Santa Barbara in his private plan just
to have lunch the other day. It will be a while, of course, before Jill can have any serious romance in her life.
Her witness is Barbara Brady. There will be neither press nor photographers. John to introduce her to his
mother. John and Bob Evans had some of us fooled when they said they merely were making personal
appearances on tour for the Inn of the Sixth Happiness movie. Back here in town they are inseparable. John
out of bed at 5 a. He asked her what he should bring her. Her birthday gift to Lance beside the gag present of
one share of Woolworth stock was six solid gold buttons designed to be put on a blazer. Lance will be with
her. He had a chip on his shoulder all evening. He finally was asked to leave but did not go. His profession is
given as a linen supply firm executive. John as Khrushchev is to Nixon They plan a spring wedding and a
honeymoon cruise to the Orient. Their friends Nina Shipman and Peter Gilman help them celebrate. Late
August 59 Winchell reports that she "says she never even heard of Jack Ferguson until the item was printed
that she was dating him. Embarrassing too, coming the same day as her engagement to Lance. Lance goes on
from there to meet a group of friends on a yacht in Tahiti. They like each other, but the wedding date never
was set and the betrothal announcement might well have been rigged to help her career as an actress and
attract attention to him as a sports car racer. She wears a pink silk suit and carries a bouquet of lilies of the
valley, pink and white roses and white carnations. Her parents and his mother attend, too. Shipman presents
the newlyweds with a pair of gold-plated handcuffs. Nina Shipman accompanies with them. They will spend
three days in seclusion before Reventlow returns to Hollywood to race his sports car at Riverside, California.
May 60 she and fellow starlet Myrna Fahey organize an all-girl, all-actress sports club for the last days before
snow melts at Mammoth Mountain, California looks forward to a five-month vacation in Europe, where she
will follow her husband along road race courses. Fred Gebhardt wants Jill for Sodom and Gomorrah, shooting
in Italy during their stay abroad, and since Lance will be racing in Europe, he has given her permission to
make the picture It has both an indoor and outdoor swimming pool. With a fuel explosion possible any second,
both dived overboard and had to swim to land. Luckily, says Jill, she was wearing a bikini. I hardly could
explain to my rescuers that, on a calm day at Malibu, the waves may be five feet high. So what could I do? I
let them save my life. They are above working but not above leeching. Quarrels over her career and over the
auto racing interests of her husband have pushed them to the separation point. She had a salad at 12;15; a steak
at 1: A very married prince John item cannot possibly hurt their soon-due film She wears a black suit with a
little Lord Fauntleroy blouse and tie, and is at times on the verge of tears. He will marry former
Mousketeer,year-old Cheryl Holdridge, the same month and die at age 35 in July in a plane crash near Aspen,
Colorado. Demolition experts found them only 30 minutes before showtime. Try singing on key after an
introduction like that. Followed her to Vegas to be closer Her most ardent Romeo is a New York dress
manufacturer, estranged from his wife over 25 years The truth is the opposite: The airline stewardess who
seemed to have had Lawford in tow, appears to have dropped out. The New York businessman alleges that she
agreed to pay back the loan on demand with a 5 and three quarter per cent interest. The ambulance takes her to
her doctor for X-rays. October 67 gives her dinner party as Mrs. He says demands on his singing career and
the traveling involved contributed to the breakup. She says she will go to Acapulco for the divorce decree.
Late February 69 flies to Mexico to divorce Jones. Rosenfeld claims he advanced her the money so she could
buy a Beverly Hills home. April 70 the press reports that "her longplay romance with her
Hollywood-Chicago-New York lawyer cooled Chris married a war hero who killed himself Shane June 71
there are reports about her and Sean Connery being an item, "but the truth is their compatibility has extended
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no further than the Diamonds are Forever soundstage Pat and I both love motion pictures. John when you
trade in your old wig. August 82 is reported back in Los Angeles after ten years in Aspen. Wagner, still
grieving after the drowning death of his wife, Natalie Wood, denies any wedding plans. John Cookbook at
Random House.
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Chapter 3 : The Jill St. John Cookbook by Jill St. John (, Hardcover) | eBay
Jill St. John Cookbook I this this is a sensible approach to cooking and healthy eating- loved the hints on preparation!
This is a good way to learn about a talented hospitable celebrity.

Random musings on all things related to movies and television John One of my least favorite actresses of all
time is Jill St. I dislike her about as much as I dislike Morgan Fairchild. I also never really thought she was
sexy and attractive and found her voice very harsh and severe, particularly when she tried to make it sound
breathy and light for the comedy roles she was dreadfully unsuited for. As such, she was never really well-cast
in the roles she played throughout her career because she was never funny nor sympathetic in the comedies
she was often cast in. John was particularly crass and unappealing as she brought little warmth or depth to that
role. She and Sean Connery lack any genuine chemistry with each other. I guess some people really are fooled
by her looks, which I always found kind of plastic and artificial. I must admit that one reason I never liked St.
John is because I feel she got the roles that Tina Louise, who I acknowledge is my favorite actress , should
have gotten. Tina Louise and Jill St. John are sometimes compared and confused with one another because
they are both shapely, red-haired actresses whose hey-day was the s and early s. John worked opposite such
legends, her own work was not as impressive. Even though I still believe she was an underrated actress, and
much more talented than Jill St. John ever was, Tina Louise suffered from being overly self-conscious about
proving herself as a serious actress. If she had done that movie, it would have given Bob Denver, Russell
Johnson and, especially, Dawn Wells less ammunition to publicly attack her for her decision to try and
disassociate herself from the series in order to forge a serious acting career. Louise foolishly plays into their
pettiness by not taking proactive measures to generate good will with the public that would help to counteract
their attacks on her. This is not an easy thing to write because I am a big Tina Louise fan and have always
enjoyed her work and sincerely believe she had the ability to evoke moments of depth, nuance, and subtlety
that Jill St. However, I feel Louise is often her own worst enemy by being too headstrong and making bad
choices for herself. Rather than foolishly going off to Italy in , just as her film career was getting underway, to
make movies that nobody cared about, she should have stayed in Hollywood and prevented people like Jill St.
Louise should also have not turned down acting roles when she returned to the United States just to spend a
year studying with Lee Strasberg at the Actors Studio. Even if it helped her hone her craft, it kept her out of
sight and allowed her competitors an opportunity to establish themselves in the film community in her
absence. John doing anything as counter-productive as that. Tina Louise also needs to stop giving interviews
where she refuses to discuss her acting career and only wants to talk about her volunteer work in New York
City as a literacy volunteer. While I respect the fact that she wants to live in the present and appears to be a
conscientious person who is interested in current events and does not want to be a Norma Desmond-like figure
living in the past touting her decades-ago acting roles like Francine York Tina Louise needs to also realize that
the only reason why people are even interested in her is because she was once an actress. Her philosophies on
life? John never had the ability to change her voice to fit the role she was playing the way Louise did , I have
grown to grudgingly respect her streetwise shrewdness in handling her career. With a rail-thin acting range, St.
John managed to forge a film career in the s appearing in some major productions opposite some of the
biggest stars of the period. She was much wiser in promoting herself as an actress than Tina Louise ever was,
which is why St. John made friends with the right people in Hollywood. One reason why I have started to see
St. Cast in unsympathetic, villainous roles in the s, I realized that St. John was miscast earlier in her career
playing sympathetic leads and comedic bombshell roles. She was too hard, cold and brittle to be truly effective
in those kinds of parts. However, when cast in roles allowing her to play treacherous, evil, malevolent, and
cruel women, St. A less exploitative, more credible example of the genre than "Chained Heat" , "The Concrete
Jungle" stars future soap actress Tracy Bregman as a young girl tricked by her boyfriend into unknowingly
smuggling drugs through an airport. John , who conspires with in-house prison drug dealer Cat Barbara Luna
to supply narcotics to other prisoners. John is the queen bee of the prison, allowing her guards and prisoners
such as Cat to commit murder, abuse, and other forms of mayhem under her watch. Her harsh, grating
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speaking voice, which was always at odds with the lighter roles she played, finally becomes appropriate while
playing this role. John gets a couple of juicy, campy speeches that are the highlight of this movie. No clothes,
no rights. They gave you to me. That makes you guilty. Now, to your little infraction of the rules, since this is
your first night we can afford to be lenient. No commissary privileges, no mail, no phone calls, no visitors, for
one month John sneers with pleasure as she says these lines, almost cackling with glee at the prospect of
playing a role where she can cut loose and cause pain and misery. You start to realize that she had been
misused all the years she played comedy and sympathetic roles and that her true calling was to play
malevolent villains and monsters. John has a cold, controlled, cruel quality that allows her work here to stand
out from the less impressive performances she gave earlier in her career. She should have played many more
of these types of villains throughout her career. At the end of the film, when St. John remains defiantly proud
of her dubious accomplishments, "Get rid of me and someone will take my place. This is a prison, not a
finishing school! The only thing these women understand is power! Spend some time in here with me and the
animals. John had another shot at playing an evil character in the British police drama "Dempsey and
Makepeace. John played Mara Giordino, a wealthy and glamorous American businesswoman who happens to
be a vicious drug dealer. Her character is in London helping to engineer a gold heist to help finance her cartel.
John to pull out all the stops and allow her unsympathetic qualities to come out. I see a glamorous,
sophisticated woman. With all the luxury that money can be. The thousands of ruined lives and the dead
children that have made all this possible. Unlike Warden Fletcher, Mara Giordino is a character who has
fooled herself into forgetting she is part of the cesspool of society, and St. John effectively conveys that
delusional narcissism. At the end of the episode, when her character is arrested, St. For an actress with the sort
of glamorous looks that St. It suggests that St. John had probably the meatiest role of her entire career when
she was cast as resident schemer Deanna Kincaid in the short-lived prime time soap "Emerald Point N. In her
debut episode, Deanna stands up to her boorish, judgmental brother-in-law Rear Admiral Mallory when she
tells him, "What am I supposed to, apologize to you because my marriage failed? He asked for a transfer to sea
duty just so that he could be away from me. Now what am I supposed to do? Sit down and knit him a warm
sweater? Like Jenny did for you? Deanna ends up becoming entangled with a Russian military officer Robert
Loggia who manipulates her into helping him spy for the KGB. She later tries to exonerate herself by turning
double-agent and helping her brother-in-law Mallory by spying on the Russians for the Americans. One of the
stupidest and most unrealistic shows ever made set in the military, "Emerald Point" attempted to sell the
fallacy that military officers live a glamorous, upscale life comparable to the Carringtons on "Dynasty" when,
at best, they probably live an upper-middle class lifestyle like the early seasons of "Knots Landing. Clearly,
the show struggles between a post-Vietnam attitude of being suspicious of the military, due to its inability to
try and understand or sympathize with the characters living and working in this milieu, while at the same time
focusing far too much on the purportedly glamorous side of the United States Navy, which never feels credible
for one moment on the show. The Shapiros clearly demonstrate their utter empty-headed shallowness with this
show. John was probably the most interesting character in this hackneyed, cliched series. A desperately
unhappy woman whose dissatisfaction fuels a malevolent, irresponsible side, Deanna is a child-like bad-girl
typical of prime time soaps of the s. Bored of being married to a stable, dependable man, she starts dabbling in
all the wrong things, and inadvertently commits treason by becoming a spy for the enemy. I flopped at
marriage. I wish I could live my life over again. Erase all my sins. I want to start fresh and I want to be part of
the Mallory family again. She evokes some sympathy and pathos demonstrating the more vulnerable aspects
of this character. Taking her cue from other prime time soap villains, St. John appeared to understand that an
antagonist on these sorts of shows is only effective if there are traits of humanity interspersed throughout their
treachery and malevolence. Nevertheless, I give her kudos for managing to maximize her potential by making
the most out of her limited thespian resources. She seemed to know how to market "Jill St. John" as a viable
brand name to producers during the s and s and had a far better career than she had any right to. As mentioned
before, I do have grudging respect for St. In an interview she gave during the time she was on "Emerald Point,
N. For example, at a recent party, I sat next to Cary Grant all evening. This is not torture. Last year, I went to a
party in honor of Aaron Spelling and I was wearing this incredible red sequined dress. John then explains to
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the interviewer that, a week later, she received a call to meet with Richard and Esther Shapiro and was cast on
"Emerald Point. Shapiro told me about this great red sequined dress you have. John started playing more
interesting roles that played to her strengths of being a calculating and malicious personality, she gave it up to
focus more on her marriage to Robert Wagner and to writing best-selling celebrity cookbooks.
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Chapter 4 : Chicago Tribune - We are currently unavailable in your region
The Jill St. John cookbook 1st ed. photographed by David Marlow ; food styling by Peter O'Grady Published by Random
House in New York.

Feb 5, at 1: John is the wife of Robert Wagner. Wagner and Wood had been married when she drowned back
in On Saturday, February 3, Natalie Wood: John was born in Los Angeles in , and got her start in the
entertainment business at the young age of 5. She has appeared in countless television shows, movies, and
theatrical productions over the course of her nearly year career. Here is what you need to know: They divorced
in , but rekindled their romance years later, remarrying in July In November , Wood and Wagner were on
their yacht near Catalina Island, drinking with some friends, including actor Christopher Walken. Wagner has
not commented on the case since it was reopened. John and Robert Wagner. John a stepmother of three girls.
Courtney Wagner is the only daughter of Wagner and Wood. The result is the same. And she left when I was
11 and my sister Courtney was 7, and we needed her. John appeared alongside Wagner and two of his
daughters Courtney and Katie , when he was honored with a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. You can
see a photo from the event below. John has been married a total of four times. The two eloped to Arizona, but
divorced the following year. The two divorced in , and Reventlow died in a plane crash in John married singer
Jack Jones. It has also been reported that St. John got her start in the business when she was 5 years old.
Moving on to the 90s, St. She returned to the small screen in , however, starring as Mrs. John starred opposite
her husband, Robert Wagner, who played Santa Claus. Claus, has grown into a huge city powered by the
magic of holiday happiness around the world. Yet as people everywhere get too busy to enjoy festive time
together, the city is in trouble. Who can help save the cherished traditions of Christmas? One young boy,
Kevin, might have a chance if he can convince his protective mom, Chelsea, to rediscover the magic of the
season. John is an incredibly smart woman, despite always seeming to play the role of the beautiful red-head
with the stunning figure, and the quick tongue; she reportedly has an IQ of She attended Hollywood
Professional School in California, a private school for kids working in show business. The school held classes
in the mornings so that the children could head to work in the afternoons. She earned her high school diploma
in , when she was just 14 years old. She majored in dramatic art and minored in psychology, according to
Glamour Girls of the Silver Screen. John was offered a deal with Universal Pictures. She left UCLA in order
to pursue her acting career on a full time basis. John and Wagner spend their time enjoying the great outdoors.
John has spent a lot of her free time hitting the slopes in Aspen. John was on a ski trip with her husband when
she fell and fractured her hip. In addition to enjoying the outdoors, St. John also has her very own cookbook,
which was published in John Cookbook is available for as little as 25 cents. I love the outdoors and I love
harvesting and using fresh vegetables and herbs. John told the Chicago Tribune in
Chapter 5 : Jill St John Net Worth , Bio/Wiki, Age, Spouse, Nationality, Ethnicity, Salary
Celebrity St. John says that ``Salads are terribly important, nutritionally speaking,'' and most of her writing is equally
slangy. The recipes are mainstream, with bows toward the trendy: flower salad, Szechuan vodka, Jewish pizza a la
Spago.

Chapter 6 : Jill St. John Pictures - Jill St. John Photo Gallery The Jill St. John Cookbook by Jill St. John Signed AUTOGRAPHED. $ Free shipping. Make Offer. Vintage The Jill St.
John Cookbook HC/DJ First Edition Book.

Chapter 7 : Jill St. John - IMDb
x Welcome to Eat Your Books! If you are new here, you may want to learn a little more about how this site works. Eat
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Your Books has indexed recipes from leading cookbooks and magazines as well recipes from the best food websites
and blogs.

Chapter 8 : Jill St. John Hardcover Cookbooks for sale | eBay
Jill St. John was born Jill Arlyn Oppenheim on August 19, , in Los Angeles, California to Betty Goldberg and Edward
Oppenheim. Her father was a prosperous restaurant owner. As a young girl, she was a member of Children's Ballet
Company with actresses Stefanie Powers and Natalie Wood.

Chapter 9 : Jill St. John - Wikipedia
St. John was born Jill Arlyn Oppenheim in Los Angeles, California, the daughter of Edward (), a prosperous restaurant
owner., and Betty Oppenheim (nÃ©e Goldberg, ), who became her stage mother.
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